is an established therapy for movement disorders, but the fundamental mechanisms by which DBS has its effects remain unknown. Computational models can provide insights into the mechanisms of DBS, but to be useful, the models must have sufficient detail to predict accurately the electric fields produced by DBS. We used a finite-element method model of the Medtronic 3387 electrode array, coupled to cable models of myelinated axons, to quantify how interpolation errors, electrode geometry, and the electrode-tissue interface affect calculation of electrical potentials and stimulation thresholds for populations of model nerve fibers. Convergence of the potentials was not a sufficient criterion for ensuring the same degree of accuracy in subsequent determination of stimulation thresholds, because the accuracy of the stimulation thresholds depended on the order of the elements. Simplifying the 3387 electrode array by ignoring the inactive contacts and extending the terminated end of the shaft had position-dependent effects on the potentials and excitation thresholds, and these simplifications may impact correlations between DBS parameters and clinical outcomes. When the current density in the bulk tissue is uniform, the effect of the electrode-tissue interface impedance could be approximated by filtering the potentials calculated with a static lumped electrical equivalent circuit. Further, for typical DBS parameters during voltage-regulated stimulation, it was valid to approximate the electrode as an ideal polarized electrode with a nonlinear capacitance. Validation of these computational considerations enables accurate modeling of the electric field produced by DBS.
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(typically 100-200 Hz) electrical pulses are delivered to specific regions of the brain. DBS is effective in treating Parkinson's disease and essential tremor [1] , [2] , and may be a promising therapy for epilepsy and psychiatric disorders [3] , [4] . However, the mechanisms by which DBS relieves symptoms are still unknown.
Determining the mechanisms of DBS requires a quantitative understanding of how altering DBS parameters affects the response of neural elements within the central nervous system (e.g., excitation [5] , inhibition [5] , blocking [6] ). Studying the effects of DBS on neural activation using experiments alone is impractical because the parameter space of DBS is vast. For example, tens of thousands of combinations of pulsewidth (PW), frequency, and amplitude are available in implanted pulse generators, such as the Medtronic Soletra Model 7426 (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA), and there are multiple electrode configurations and anatomical targets [7] . Further, there is a lack of understanding of what neural elements are being affected and whether these effects are local or distributed throughout the targeted neural network. Thus, computational models are important tools to study DBS.
To be useful, computational models must have sufficient detail to predict accurately the electric fields produced by DBS. The most detailed computational models of DBS are patientspecific finite-element method (FEM) models: the geometry of brain structures is defined by individual brain images, and the conductivities of each brain region are determined using diffusion-tensor magnetic resonance imaging [8] , [9] . Comparisons between patient-specific models and experimental data show that the electrode-tissue interface (ETI) impedance and heterogeneities and anisotropies in tissue conductivity affect the distribution of electric potentials, and these features are important when modeling DBS [8] , [9] .
In addition, there are a number of approximations typically used when modeling DBS, and in many instances these approximations have not been validated. For example, one common assumption is that convergence of the potentials is a sufficient criterion for ensuring accurate determination of neural activation thresholds [5] , [10] , [11] . However, determination of activation thresholds requires calculation of the second difference of the potentials, which is subject to interpolation errors that depend on the size and order of the FEM elements [12] . Another common assumption is that the platinum-iridium (PtIr) electrode can be approximated as an ideal polarized electrode with capacitance independent of the applied stimulus [9] , [13] [14] [15] . However, charge transfer at the ETI is both capacitive and Faradaic [16] , and the capacitance of the ETI varies with the applied stimulus [17] .
The goal of this study was to determine the impact of several common simplifications on the electrical potentials and neural stimulation thresholds calculated with numerical models of DBS. We used a spatiotemporal model of a four-contact clinical DBS electrode to address the following questions: 1) How does the accuracy of calculation of the potentials and thresholds depend on FEM mesh parameters? 2) What effects do ignoring the inactive contacts and extending the terminated end of the shaft have on the potentials and thresholds? 3) What effects does simplifying the representation of the ETI with a lumped circuit representation have on the potentials and thresholds? and 4) what effects does approximating the DBS contact with an ideal polarized electrode with a constant capacitance have on the potentials and thresholds? The results delineate the level of detail required in computational models of the electric fields produced by DBS to make accurate calculations of the neural response to DBS.
II. METHODS

A. FEM Model
We constructed an FEM model of the Model 3387 electrode array (Medtronic Inc.) in COMSOL Multiphysics v3.4 (COM-SOL Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) that consisted of four annular contacts on an insulating shaft surrounded by homogeneous tissue [see Fig. 1 ] representing a medium of infinite extent. Cylindrical annular contacts were 1.5 mm in height, 1.27 mm in diameter, 0.15 mm in thickness, spaced 1.5 mm apart, and had a conductivity of 9.5 × 10 6 S/m. Brain tissue can be approximated as primarily resistive for typical stimulation parameters used in DBS [18] , so the permittivity of the tissue was ignored. Grey matter was modeled as a 60 mm × 60 mm × 60 mm cube with an isotropic conductivity of 0.2 S/m [19] , and white matter perpendicular (parallel) to the electrode was modeled as a 120 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm (40 mm × 40 mm × 120 mm) cube with an anisotropic conductivity of 0.1 and 0.9 S/m transverse and longitudinal to the long axis of the prism, respectively [20] .
Monopolar voltage-regulated stimulation was modeled by applying potentials of 1 and 0 V (Dirichlet boundary conditions) on the surface of the stimulation electrode and outer surface of the tissue volume, respectively. The electrode shaft was assumed to be perfectly insulating and was modeled as a boundary layer with zero normal current density (Neumann boundary condition), except where the Dirichlet conditions were applied. At internal boundaries, the normal current density exiting/entering the surface of the electrodes was set equal to normal current density entering/exiting the adjoining tissue region (continuity).
The FEM model was discretized into a graded mesh of Lagrange tetrahedral elements, where the mesh density was the greatest near the electrode surface, using a Delaunay triangulation algorithm. The potential distribution was calculated by solving Laplace's equation [see (1) ], where ∇ is the divergence operator, σ is the conductivity, and J is the current density; and the current was calculated by integrating the current density [see (2) ] on the surface of the electrode, where E is the electric field
(1)
A convergence analysis was conducted to assess the effect of mesh parameters, including the number and order of elements, on the accuracy of the potentials and stimulation thresholds. The FEM model was initially solved using a coarse mesh, for elements of a set order, and the mesh was refined (i.e., the elements were split into smaller elements) until no further refinement was possible under the memory constraints (8 Gb) of our work station. Error (δ) was defined as the root mean square deviation (RMSD) in the measured quantity (x) ±1 standard deviation (SD), expressed as a percent relative to x after the mesh was refined:
where k denotes the number of refinements. A δ of 5% was chosen as the value which all errors should fall below. In addition, we verified that the model was large enough to behave as an infinite medium by doubling the model volume and verifying that the lumped resistance of the model, the potentials, and the stimulation thresholds had a δ of <5%. All subsequent results (except for those in our convergence analyses) were obtained using the maximum number of cubic elements possible: ∼1.3 million cubic elements using 8 Gb of memory. Mesh refinement from ∼727 000 to ∼1.3 million cubic elements and doubling the volume with ∼1.3 million cubic elements yielded δ in the potentials and stimulation thresholds of <1% in the isotropic case and <2% in the anisotropic case.
B. Population Model of Myelinated Axons
The NEURON simulation environment [21] was used to implement cable models of myelinated axons oriented parallel and perpendicular to the electrode axis. Axons were 2.5 μm in diameter, 15 mm in length, and the myelin was assumed to be perfectly insulating. Nodes of Ranvier contained a parallel combination of a nonlinear sodium conductance (1.445 S/cm 2 ), a linear leakage conductance (0.128 S/cm 2 ), and a membrane capacitance (2.5 μF/cm 2 ) [22] , as these conductances and capacitance are sufficient for predicting activation thresholds [23] . Model parameters reflected a mammalian axon at 37
• C [24] .
Based on predicted volumes of tissue activated with the Model 3387 for typical DBS parameters, neural elements are expected to be between ∼0.9 and 2.9 mm from the surface of the electrode [8] . To span this range, populations of 100 axons were uniformly distributed in an annulus around the electrode with inner and outer radii of 1 and 4 mm, respectively. Uniform distributions of coordinates were randomly picked using a latin hypercube sampling design, and the coordinates were uniformly mapped to the annular volume in Cartesian coordinates using a coordinate transformation. Analyses were conducted on three independent populations of 100 model axons to ensure that the results were not dependent on the particular population. This left a 0.365-mm-thick annular region immediately adjacent to the electrode that was intended to represent the space occupied by the glial scar. The scar thickness fell within the range of reported experimental values: 0-1 mm [25] , [26] , and since we focused on evaluating mesh parameters, electrode geometry, and the ETI, the scar had the same conductivity as the surrounding brain tissue.
For cases when the ETI was approximated as linear (see next section), we used the interpolated potentials (between grid points) to stimulate the axon populations with a 100 μs monophasic rectangular pulse. Because of linearity, the potentials at a given stimulus amplitude were calculated by multiplying the 1 V solution by a scalar. The stimulation voltage threshold for each fiber was calculated using a bisection algorithm (relative error <1%), and we constructed input-output curves of the activated population fraction as a function of the stimulation amplitude.
C. Simplifying the Representation of the Electrode
A number of published models have used a simplified model of the 3387 array [see Fig. 1 ] to study the effects of electrode geometry [27] , [28] and the ETI [14] on DBS. The simplified geometry requires ignoring the inactive electrodes (those that do not deliver charge) and replacing them with insulating boundary conditions, and extending the terminating end of the insulating shaft so that it terminates on the bottom boundary of the tissue box. The simplified model of the 3387 is used in our analyses, so we quantified the effects of these simplifications.
D. Representation of the ETI
A simplified [see Fig. 1 ] axisymmetric FEM model of the 3387 array was constructed in MATLAB (v2008b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to study the filtering effects of a nonlinear ETI. The FEM model was discretized into a graded mesh of 40 000 bilinear quadrilateral elements, which was enough to ensure that mesh refinement and doubling the volume of the model altered potentials and stimulation thresholds <1%.
We modeled the ETI using a thin-layer approximation [29] , [30] , given by the following Robin boundary condition:
wheren is the surface unit normal vector, r f is the distributed Faradaic resistance, c dl is the distributed double-layer capacitance, Φ stim is the applied potential on the electrode surface, Φ D is the potential at the boundary between the compact and diffuse layers [31] , and η is the overpotential, which is the potential difference between Φ stim and the open-circuit (equilibrium) potential Φ oc . Although Φ oc is nonzero for PtIr electrodes in brain tissue [17] , it was ignored (Φ oc = 0 V) to simplify the analysis of the FEM model. We first conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine if the ETI could be ignored for typical DBS parameters, and subsequently, we determined whether the DBS electrode could be approximated as an ideal polarized electrode (r f = infinity). Typical DBS parameters include PWs between 60 and 210 μs and amplitudes between 1 and 5 V [7] . Within this parameter range, r f varies between 40 and 290 Ω·cm 2 and c dl varies between 12 and 47 μF/cm 2 [17] . Therefore, stimulation thresholds of parallel and perpendicular fibers were calculated for PWs between 50 and 200 μs at each of the four bounds of the ETI parameter space: (r f , c dl ) = (40, 12), (40, 47) , (290, 12) , and (290, 47).
Next, the FEM model with a constant r f and c dl (i.e., a linear model) was used to test the assumption that the distributed boundary of the ETI can be approximated with equivalent lumped circuit values [14] . The time-varying potentials of the axisymmetric FEM model with the ETI (the spatiotemporal model) were compared to the potentials of the FEM model with no ETI (the static model) filtered by a three-element Randles equivalent circuit with a lumped access resistance R a , Faradaic resistance R f , and double layer capacitance C dl . R a was calculated by taking the reciprocal of the current per applied volt in the static FEM model, R f was calculated by dividing r f by the electrode area (1.905π mm 2 ), and C dl was calculated by multiplying c dl with the electrode area.
Finally, we constructed a nonlinear model of the ETI with r f and c dl that varied with Φ D . The initial values in the nonlinear case were the values of c dl and r f in the linear case. The nonlinear form of c dl was taken from the Gouy-ChapmanStern model, which models c dl as the series combination of an electrostatic capacitance, the Helmholtz capacitance c H , and a diffusive capacitance c D [31] :
c H = 45 μF/cm 2 , k 1 = 31 μF/cm 2 , and k 2 = 1.2 V −1 in (6) and (7) were calculated by fitting (6) to measured c dl values of the 3387 electrode array in brain tissue [17] . The nonlinear form of r f was derived by implicitly differentiating the Bulter-Volmer equation [31] , taking the reciprocal, and adding a constant term to account for the effect of diffusion:
2 is the exchange current density, α = 1 2 and β = 37.44 V −1 are constants derived from first principles [31] , and r min = 40 Ω·cm 2 is the minimum r f at η = infinity. J o and r min were calculated by fitting (8) to measured r f values of the 3387 electrode array in brain tissue [17] .
Nonlinear systems of equations were linearized using the Newton-Raphson (NR) method, and linear systems were solved using the built-in MATLAB solver. Time integration was carried out using the implicit trapezoidal method [12] . The derivation of the governing equations and details of the implementation of the FEM are provided in the Appendix. At each mesh node, the RMSD in the waveforms of potential versus time between the linear and nonlinear cases was compared to determine if the nonlinear impedance of the ETI could be approximated as constant for typical DBS parameters.
III. RESULTS
We used FEM models of the Medtronic 3387 electrode, coupled with cable models of myelinated axons, to quantify how commonly used simplifications of numerical models of DBS affect the calculation of the potentials and stimulation thresholds.
A. Number and Order of FEM Mesh Elements
We quantified the error [see (3) ] in the potentials, the second difference of the potentials (Δ 2 Φ) between three consecutive nodes, which is proportional to the source driving membrane polarization [32] , and stimulation thresholds to determine whether convergence of the potentials is a sufficient criterion for ensuring subsequent small errors in Δ 2 Φ and stimulation thresholds. In an isotropic medium, 320 000 first order (O1), 29 000 second order (O2), and 8000 third order (O3) were sufficient for ensuring that the error in the interpolated potentials was < 5% but were not sufficient for calculating Δ 2 Φ and stimulation thresholds with an error of < 5%. With these mesh parameters, the errors in Δ 2 Φ were 41 ± 16%, 24 ± 14%, and 18 ± 10%, and the errors in the stimulation thresholds were 19 ± 13%, 14 ± 12%, and 13 ± 8% [see Fig. 2(a) ]. At least 320 000 O2 and 98 000 O3 elements were required for calculating Δ 2 Φ with sufficient accuracy that the error in the stimulation thresholds was < 5% [see Fig. 2(a) ], while no number of O1 elements within the maximum number of elements tested (∼2.3 million) was sufficient for calculating the stimulation thresholds to within 5% accuracy.
In an anisotropic medium, 727 000 O1, 72 000 O2, and 22 000 O3 elements were sufficient for calculating the potentials with an error of < 5% but not sufficient for calculating Δ 2 Φ and the stimulation thresholds with an error of < 5%. For this number of elements, the errors in Δ 2 Φ were 236 ± 79%, 174 ± 151%, and 207 ± 177%, and the errors in the stimulation thresholds were 32 ± 16%, 40 ± 28%, and 44 ± 44% [see Fig. 2(b) ]. 2.3 million O2 and 727 000 O3 elements were sufficient for calculating Δ 2 Φ with enough accuracy that the error in the stimulation thresholds was < 5% [see Fig. 2(b) ]. Therefore, in both the isotropic and anisotropic cases, convergence of the potentials was not sufficient for calculating the stimulation thresholds to the same accuracy.
B. Volume of the FEM Model
Doubling the volume of the isotropic model (60 × 60 × 60 mm
3 ) increased R a by 0.6%, which corresponded to an RMSD of 3.2 ± 0.4%, 3.0 ± 1.9%, and 0.4 ± 0.2% in Φ, Δ 2 Φ, and the stimulation thresholds, respectively. Doubling the volume of the anisotropic model (120 × 40 × 40 mm
3 ) increased R a by 0.5%, which corresponded to an RMSD of 5.3 ± 0.7%, 1.9 ± 2.2%, and 0.6 ± 0.5% in Φ, Δ 2 Φ, and the stimulation thresholds, respectively. Thus, the volume was large enough that the errors in R a and the stimulation thresholds were < 5%.
C. Simplifying the Representation of the Electrode
We quantified the RMSD of the stimulation threshold voltages to determine the effect of removing the inactive electrodes and extending the terminated end of the electrode shaft. Removing the inactive electrode contacts altered cathodic stimulation thresholds by -17% to +2.3%, with an RMSD of 0.9 ± 2.3%, and anodic stimulation thresholds by -6.3% to +13%, with an RMSD of 2.3 ± 3.0%. Extending the distal end of the shaft altered cathodic stimulation thresholds by -10% to +2.1%, with an RMSD of 0.6 ± 1.2%, and anodic stimulation thresholds by -2.9% to +6.1%, with an RMSD of 0.9 ± 1.3%. Applying both simplifications produced cathodic stimulation threshold errors between -17% and + 2.5%, with an RMSD of 1.5 ± 2.4%, and anodic stimulation threshold errors between -6.2% and +18%, with an RMSD of 3.2 ± 4.2% [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Thus, removing the inactive electrodes had the greatest effect on the stimulation thresholds.
The effect of geometric simplifications of the electrode on thresholds was dependent on the polarity of stimulation as well as the orientation of the axons. Across the three populations of 100 fibers, anodic stimulation threshold voltages in 78 (26%) of the 300 parallel fibers increased > 5% when using the simplified model of the 3387 array [see Fig. 3(a) ]. These 78 parallel fibers were the elements closest (< 1.6 mm) to the electrode surface. Similar to the parallel case, cathodic stimulation thresholds in the 30 closest (10%) perpendicular fibers increased > 5% [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Inspection of the potentials showed that the inactive electrodes had an effect on the distribution of potentials near the electrode shaft. Parallel to the electrode, the presence of the inactive contacts increased the magnitude of the secondary lobes of Δ 2 Φ (virtual anodes/cathodes), and perpendicular to the electrode, the presence of the inactive contacts decreased the magnitude of the primary lobe of Δ 2 Φ [see Fig. 3(b) ]. Overall, the RMSD of the stimulation thresholds was < 5% in all cases, except for anodic stimulation of parallel fibers, where the RMSD was > 5%. Therefore, unless quantifying the activation of parallel neural elements < 1.6 mm from the electrode surface during anodic stimulation, the simplified representation of the 3387 array was sufficient.
D. Representation of the ETI
We analyzed the dependence of threshold voltages on c dl and r f to determine if the ETI could be ignored for typical DBS parameters. Ignoring the ETI altered the RMSD of the stimulation thresholds for parallel and perpendicular fibers between 2% and 7% for a PW = 50 μs, between 4% and 14% for a PW = 100 μs, and between 7% and 23% for a PW = 200 μs [see Fig. 4 ]. For each combination of c dl and r f , further increasing r f to infinity increased the RMSD of the stimulation thresholds with increasing PW, but the largest RMSD was 2.1 ± 0.2% [see Fig. 4 ]. Therefore, for typical DBS parameters, the ETI has a marked effect on the stimulation thresholds, but the ETI can be simplified by setting r f to infinity (i.e., the DBS electrode could be approximated as an ideal polarized electrode).
At each mesh node, we compared the waveforms of potential versus time between the axisymmetric spatiotemporal FEM model and the static FEM model filtered by a three-element Randles equivalent circuit of lumped R a , R f , and C dl . For PW = 1 ms, the RMSD between the waveforms of the two models at all mesh nodes ranged from 3% to 12%. The largest errors occurred within 0.1 mm of the electrode surface and declined to a minimum value 0.6 mm from the electrode surface [see Fig. 5 ]. The RMSD at all points within the region where axons were seeded was <5%, so the spatiotemporal FEM model can be simplified using the filtered static model. c dl varies as a function of the applied potential for typical stimulation amplitudes [17] , [31] but is often approximated as constant. Because the RMSD of the stimulation threshold voltages was <5% when r f changed from 40 Ω·cm to infinity, we approximated the 3387 array as an ideal polarized electrode and compared waveforms of potential versus time at the mesh nodes when c dl was linear and nonlinear [see Fig. 6(a) ]. For a PW = 210 μs, the RMSD in the waveforms between the linear and nonlinear models ranged from 0.3% to 1.2% [see Fig. 7(b) ], 0.2% to 0.7%, and 0.2% to 0.4% at stimulus amplitudes of 1, 3, and 5 V, respectively. In all cases, the largest errors were located near the electrode surface. In addition, at 1, 3, and 5 V, the RMSD in the waveforms between the two models was <5% across all mesh nodes for PWs up to 560, 780, and 1000 μs, respectively. Therefore, for typical stimulation parameters, although the c dl varies nonlinearly with the applied potential, it varied slowly enough with time that it could be approximated as quasi-static. That is, the nonlinear c dl at a given applied potential can be approximated by evaluating (6) at the beginning of each phase of the rectangular stimulation pulse and keeping c dl constant throughout the duration of each phase.
IV. DISCUSSION
We quantified the effect of model simplifications on the electrical potentials and excitation thresholds in FEM models of DBS. The results yielded four important conclusions. One, convergence of Δ 2 Φ, regardless of the element order, should be used to assess numerical accuracy when coupling numerical volume conductor models with cable-based models of neural elements, and cubic or greater elements should be used to avoid discontinuities in the calculation of Δ 2 Φ. Two, simplifying the 3387 array by ignoring the inactive contacts and extending the terminated end of the shaft has position-dependent effects on the potentials and excitation thresholds, and these effects may impact correlations between DBS parameters and clinical outcomes. Three, when the current density in the bulk tissue is approximately uniform, the effect of the ETI impedance can be approximated by filtering the static model of the DBS electrode with a lumped parameter electrical equivalent circuit. And four, for typical DBS parameters during voltage-regulated stimulation, the PtIr electrode contact can be approximated as an ideal polarized electrode with a nonlinear double-layer capacitance, and if the applied potential on the electrode surface is constant, the double-layer capacitance at a given applied potential can be treated as quasi-static.
A. Effect of Interpolation on Electric Potentials and Neural Activation
A frequently used criterion for assessing the accuracy of solutions in FEM models of DBS is convergence of the potentials. Elements of any order (≥1) can be used to interpolate potentials without discontinuities, but unless O3 or greater elements are used, discontinuities arise when calculating Δ 2 Φ, which lead to errors in activation thresholds that exceed the errors in the potentials [see Figs. 2 and 7] . This explains why, for example, (much) greater than 30 times as many (O1) O2 elements were required to reach the same accuracy in Δ 2 Φ as the potentials, while only ten times as many O3 elements were required to reach the same accuracy in Δ 2 Φ [seeFig. 2(a)]. Therefore, O3 or greater elements should be used to avoid discontinuities when calculating Δ 2 Φ in FEM models of DBS, and convergence of Δ 2 Φ should be used to assess numerical accuracy of the solution.
Using higher order elements comes at the expense of increased computational time, as the computational cost of using an element of order P is proportional to NP d+1 [33] , where N is the number of elements and d is the number of dimensions. In our 3-D model, it took ten times as many O2 elements as O3 elements to reach the same accuracy in Δ 2 Φ. Because solving ten times as many O2 elements took ∼50% longer, O3 elements were more efficient at calculating Δ 2 Φ. However, O3 elements are not necessarily the most efficient choice in all cases.
The rate of convergence for increasing element order is exponential in regions where the solution is smooth, so O4 or greater elements could be potentially more efficient far from the electrode [34] . However, in regions where the solution is not smooth, for example, where heterogeneous electrical properties create large gradients in the potentials [35] , increasing element order has only an algebraic rate of convergence and using a greater number of lower order elements is preferred [34] . Large gradients in the potentials are certainly expected in patientspecific models of the brain, which include inhomogeneous and anisotropic tissue electrical properties; therefore, a mixed method [36] , where O1-O3 elements are used near the electrode, where the potentials are not smooth, and O4 or greater elements are used far from the electrode, where the potentials are smooth, is expected to be the most computationally efficient choice of mesh parameters.
B. Simplifying the Representation of the Electrode
The Medtronic 3387 electrode array is axially symmetric; therefore, when the surrounding tissue is also axially symmetric, a 2-D geometry can be used to represent the electrode. In addition, previous studies have proposed simplifying the 3387 array by ignoring the inactive electrode contacts and extending the terminated end of the shaft [13] , [14] , [27] , [28] . Removing the inactive electrodes and extending the terminated end of the shaft had position-dependent effects on the potentials [see Fig. 3(a) ], and the effect of the former was more pronounced.
The inhomogeneities created by the highly conductive inactive contacts generated local short circuits adjacent to the tissue that had two effects on the potential. First, the inactive electrodes increased the magnitude of the "virtual cathodes" in Δ 2 Φ by flattening the potential distribution along the electrode shaft, and second, the inactive electrodes decreased the magnitude of the primary cathode in Δ 2 Φ by shunting current longitudinally along the electrode shaft [see Fig. 3(b) ]. In our computational model, these shaping effects extended up to 1.6 mm from the electrode surface. Since the spatial extent of this effect is expected to depend on a number of factors, including the geometry of the electrodes and the electrical properties of the surrounding tissue, and since the closest neural elements activated during DBS are certainly expected to lie within millimeters of the electrode surface [8] , the effects of simplifying the electrode geometry should be confirmed before using a simplified model to make correlations between stimulation parameters and clinical outcomes.
C. Representation of the ETI
Different representations of the ETI have been used in previous studies analyzing the filtering effects of the ETI [14] , [30] , [37] . Although these studies agree that the effects of the ETI cannot be ignored during typical stimulation parameters, it is important to establish what level of detail is appropriate for modeling the ETI.
One question the results addressed is whether the PtIr electrode can be modeled as an ideal polarized electrode [14] . For typical stimulation parameters, the charge injected per pulse does not exceed the reversible charge injection capacity of PtIr [16] , [38] , so irreversible charge transfer occurs at a slow rate and can be ignored. However, reversible charge transfer with PtIr can include both capacitive and Faradaic pathways [16] . Our results showed that DBS electrode could be approximated as an ideal polarized electrode during voltage-regulated stimulation [see Fig. 4 ], but this was not because the Faradaic current was small compared to the capacitive current, but rather, because the charging of the ETI was insensitive to changes in the Faradaic current.
For example, for any combination of r f and c dl , increasing r f from its minimum value to infinity had a much smaller effect than increasing c dl from its minimum to maximum value [see Fig. 4 ]. This can be explained qualitatively by examining the time constant (τ ) of an equivalent Randles circuit of the DBS electrode:
τ is proportional to C dl and the parallel combination of R a and R f . Because τ is only proportional to R f when R f R a , and R f is greater than or equal to R a for a PtIr electrode in brain tissue [17] , τ is more sensitive to changes in C dl . However, one should use caution when approximating the PtIr electrode as an ideal polarized electrode when R f R a , or during current-regulated stimulation, because in both cases τ is directly proportional to both C dl and R f .
We also addressed the nonlinear dependence of r f and c dl on the electrode potential [17] . For voltage-regulated stimulation, the nonlinear r f can be ignored and the nonlinear c dl , despite its nonlinear dependence on Φ D [see Fig. 6(a) ], varies slowly enough in time that for typical stimulation parameters it can be approximated as quasi-static, where the constant value is determined using (6) . Prior work modeled a nonlinear ETI with an r f and c dl that varied with both frequency and amplitude, and assessed how the ETI impedance affects J on the electrode surface [30] . Our work builds on this prior work by evaluating the impact of a nonlinear r f and c dl on activation thresholds for voltage-regulated stimulation and addressing the level of detail required for capturing these effects.
D. Representing Effects of the ETI Impedance
In FEM models of electrical stimulation, the ETI can be represented with a distributed boundary condition [29] , [30] or with lumped circuit values [14] . Using the product of separate spatial and temporal solutions, where the static model solved the potential distribution in space and the Randles circuit solved the decay of the potentials over time, was indeed accurate. In other words, J was approximately spherically uniform in the regions where the axons were seeded, so the rate of decay of J in the bulk tissue could be described with a single equivalent time constant. However, heterogeneities in the tissue conductivity, such as cysts filled with cerebral-spinal fluid [39] or encapsulation tissue [13] , can alter J in the bulk tissue. In cases where J is not (spherically or elliptically) uniform, the charging of the ETI cannot be described with a single τ [40] , and such cases may require explicit representation of the ETI in time-dependent models.
E. Model Limitations
Two limitations in this study bear consideration. The first limitation is using a simplified (SW) model of a mammalian nerve fiber with perfectly insulating myelin, rather than a more detailed (MRG) axon model that better replicates the excitability of a mammalian nerve fiber [41] . Although the SW model does not reproduce the depolarizing after-potential and afterhyperpolarization [41] , which account for the increased excitability of the axon following an action potential, it does reproduce conduction velocities [22] , strength-duration and strengthdistance relationships observed in mammalian fibers [42] , and is much less computationally demanding than the MRG model.
The SW and MRG models have a single and double cable structure, respectively, but both have source terms (on the righthand side of the cable equation) that are dependent on Δ 2 Φ. To analyze the effect of interpolation error on modeled MRG axons, additional simulation were conducted. Four thousand eight hundred and thirty-two O1, O2, and O3 elements yielded errors in the stimulation thresholds of 45±23%, 18±13%, and 5±4%, respectively. Therefore, the same qualitative trends observed with the SW model are expected to carry over in more detailed models of neural elements.
The second limitation is not accounting for the low conductivity of the glial scar, which has the effect of increasing R a by as much as 800 Ω and thereby influencing stimulation thresholds [13] . Clinical measurements of DBS electrode impedances typically range from 500 to 1500 Ω. Our computational model had an R a of 650 Ω and an ETI impedance that ranged between ∼430-434 and 700 Ω for 10-1000 Hz, so the total impedance of the electrode fell within the range of clinical impedances. Yet, R a was underestimated, which would have an impact on the charging of the ETI for voltage-regulated stimulation [see (9) ]. Increasing R a would increase τ , which would cause the ETI to charge more slowly, so our results should be interpreted as the maximum possible error.
V. CONCLUSION
We quantified how interpolation error, electrode geometry, and the representation of the ETI affected the electric fields produced by DBS. The choices of mesh parameters, the representation of the inactive electrodes, and the nonlinear electrical properties of the ETI all had a marked effect on the calculated potentials and thresholds. Previous studies looking at computational models of DBS have shown that representations of the ETI [14] , the glial scar [13] , and anisotropies and inhomogeneities in the electrical properties of the brain tissue [8] , [9] , [39] , [43] are critical for accurate predictions of clinical data. Further, previous studies have shown that uncertainty in the electrical properties of brain tissue [44] and their dispersive nature [37] can have an impact on calculated potentials. Our work builds on these previous studies by delineating the mesh parameters and level of detail in the electrode geometry and ETI required to accurately calculate stimulation thresholds.
Computational models are not only useful for understanding the mechanisms of DBS but also for studying the neural origins of biological signals that can be used to provide closed-loop control of DBS [45] . Models of closed-loop DBS require accurate predictions of the neural elements activated and their subsequent neural response. Interpolation errors and simplifications of the electrode array and ETI can certainly affect predicted stimulation thresholds and also the recorded neural signal. For example, representation of the ETI is important for capturing the (low-pass) filtering effects of the ETI on the recorded signal. Therefore, the results have a broader impact on computational models used to study in vivo sensing and control for DBS.
APPENDIX
The weak form [see (A.1)] of (1) was obtained by multiplying both sides of (1) by a weighting function w, integrating over the domain Ω and its boundary Γ, and using the divergence theorem where σ is a conductivity tensor and Γ ETI is the boundary of the ETI. We used the Galerkin method to approximate solutions of the boundary-value problem based on its weak formulation. The solution and weighting spaces were discretized using four-node quadrilateral elements with bilinear shape functions as follows: where the superscript i denotes the iteration number in the NR method. Note, (A.5) has no dependence on tissue potentials being solved for, so it remained unchanged. However, (A.6)-(A.8) were dependent on the potentials, so they were differentiated with respects to the degrees of freedom. Differentiation of (A. 
